
Template for pilot description 

Pilot identification  

 “4 BG 1”    

Reference Use case  

 1) URL Inventory of enterprises  2) E-commerce from enterprises’ websites  

    

 3) Job advertisements on enterprises’ websites X 4) Social media presence on enterprises’ web pages 

 

Synthesis of pilot objectives  

The BNSI used the URLs inventory (the work done in Pilot 1BG1) to check whether an enterprise is 

presented or not in the social media (facebook, twitter, linkedin, google, youtube, pinterest, Instagram). 

The main objective of this pilot is to provide information on the activity of Bulgarian companies in the social 

media. It means all social media accounts will be taken into account. The general concept of this use case is 

to scrap the webpage and search for any links to social media accounts mentioned above. In the future 

more attributes can be added e.g., whether the account is up to date and how often the content is 

changing. The expected result of this pilot was to make a decision whether the data on social media activity 

can be used to keep business registers up to date and whether Bulgarian company presence in social 

media. In addition, the expected result could be used to decide on replacing some questions contained in 

the ICT survey. 

 

Pilot details 

       

 



General description of the flow on the logical architecture 

The URL crawling-scrapping tool uses information from URLs Inventory to visit the enterprises web-pages, 

to predict the enterprises presence on social media. The information gathered by the tool was stored in the 

DB. In addition the final results were verified with ICT survey data.  The statistical results were calculated 

with specific software script.   

Functional description of each block  

The URL crawling-scrapping tool (the same tool used under the Pilot 2BG1) takes web address from the URL 

Inventory (9809 URLs from Pilot 1BG1) and scrapes the enterprise Internet website first page content. Then 

by using the social media name the PHP script is looking for a web-link to the social media profile and 

stores the founded information in SQL Database. The obtained results are as follows: facebook - 2356 

profiles, twitter – 922 profiles, linkedin - 560 profiles, google - 871 profiles, youtube - 527 profiles, pinterest 

– 139 profiles, Instagram – 127 profiles. 24.9% of enterprises (10+ employees) with websites have at least 

one social media profile and 9.1% of enterprises with 10 and more employees use at least one of the 

covered social media.  

We tested results of web scrapp for precision and comprehensiveness by means of statistical test of 

hypothesis. We made a 10% sample and statistically tested whether precision is  90 % and 

comprehensiveness is 80 %. More concretely we tested whethet precision is lower than 90 % and 

comprehensiveness is lower than 80 %. Employing normal distribution for the zero hypothesis s we got to 

the conclusion that our filter is both precise and comprehensive. As a result we found that 4 enterprises 

were not covered.  In addition, the expected result of this pilot was to make a decision whether the 

produced information can be used to replace some questions contained in the questionnaire of the ICT 

survey.  

The verification of the results is done with ICT survey data. After the benchmark analysis between ICT 

survey data and information obtained by the pilot we got the following results: from 26 836 enterprises 

(scope of the project), 4 332 enterprises were included in the ICT survey sample for 2016. We found 382 

new enterprises are presented on social media which are included in the ICT survey sample with negative 

answers.  

Results  Web scraping pilot ICT sample survey 
Success rate 

of 
WebScrapping  Number of enterprises   Number of enterprises   

Social media 1177 3144 37.44% 

 

Description of the technological choices  

BNSI used the same set of IT tools for this pilot as the choice in Pilot 1BG1. We used own made scripts to 

scrap web content and to help experts determined the correct e-commerce web sites of the enterprises. 

Concluding remarks  

Lessons learned 



 Methodology: The risk is that some of the Facebook or Twitter links presented on webpage may be 
linking to other enterprises. This is the reason that evaluation of Facebook and Twitter profiles is 
necessary to provide reliable information. In some cases, enterprises can have several Facebook 
profiles. Therefore, it is necessary to link the main profile to the company. Generally, the social 
media links to the enterprises profiles are situated on the first pages of the enterprises web sites. 

 IT: The used IT tools were sufficient for the Pilot. 

 Legal: There were no legal issues, no law constraints on web-browsing and scrapping. 
 

Open issues 

There are no open issues in this pilot. All defined activities in the use-case were successfully executed.   


